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Why would a scientist pay $4100 for this little coil of wire from Westinghouse?
K. j& ... /.mmrmL 'K:!. .
Because it is leading to new discoveries in physics, electric power and space travel.
coil is made with a most remark- directly from a stream of hot pases; build- bulb. But it has twice the strengiThe little k-
able wire. Cooled to 452°F below zero, it
becomes a super-powerful magnet.
In labs all over the country, scientists are
using the Westinghouse super-magnet to
explore ideas like generating electric power
g
ing new kinds of atom smashers; develop-
ing power systems for long-distance space
travel and communications.
The Westinghouse super-magnet oper-
ates on less power than an ordinary light
gth of an
electro-magnet weighing 20 tons and us-
ing 100,000 watts of electricity.
That's why this little Westinghouse mag-
net is a bargain at $4100.
You can be sure . . . if it's Westinghouse.
w
For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer,
write to L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
Assignment: design a car for tomorrow...
thatcouldbe built today!
Result: Allegro, an experiment in advanced automotive ideas
that are practical for the near future
Allegro means "brisk and lively," which certainly
describes Ford Motor Company's new dream car,
a handsome tastback coupe. More than that, Allegro
has unique functional features that could be adapted
forfuture production cars. (This has already occurred
In the case of retractable seat belts!)
A major innovation is a cantilever-arm steering
wheel with an electronic "memory." The steering
wheel is mounted on an arm that extends from a
center-mounted column. The wheel swings upward
for easy exit, returns automatically to its former
position at the touch of a button. Power adjustment
enables it to be moved three inches fore and aft and
five inches vertically. This, plus power-adjustable
foot pedals, permits use of a fixed seat design for
low overall height.
Basically a two-seater in present form. Allegro has
rear floor space that could be converted to carry
two additional passengers. The car could be powered
by either a V-4 made by Ford of Germany or by the
domestic 144- or 170-cubic-inch Sixes.
Allegro is one of a series of Ford-built dream cars
which will be shown at the New York World's Fair
to test consumer reaction to styling and mechani-
cal innovations. This will help determine which of
their forward-looking features are destined for the
American Road—as further examples of Ford Motor
Company's leadership in styling and engineering.
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
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Research
Pacesetter or Parasite?
In dollars spent by universities on research, the U of I College of Engineering is
third in the nation following MIT and Michigan. How does this twelve million dollar
research program affect our undergraduate training when compared with graduates
of other less research-conscious universities?
From the undergraduate's viewpoint, the College of Engineering has spread and
maintained a cloak of secrecy over these research activities, and it appears campus
research isn't really a part of his undergraduate education. We believe it should be.
In fact, three dollars are spent on research for each dollar spent on our under-
graduate education, and our dollar volume of research has doubled during the past
four years. Even so, the College of Engineering maintains that educating the under-
graduate is the number one purpose of the College. Could it be we are only the
afterbirth of a highly profitable research center?
This issue of TECH, a research-oriented issue, attempts to answer a few of these
questions by uncovering the cloak of secrecy to reveal research as it is related to the
undergraduate.
The Forgotten Man is, in effect, an editorial which unravels and reveals many of
the important aspects of engineering research as it relates to the undergraduate in the
College of Engineering. This article should not be overlooked since it is the foundation
for many articles of this issue.
A Gauge of Undergraduate Research is a personality page that tells how one
undergraduate recognized and used the educational and financial rewards of campus
research, obtaining a patent in the process. Engineering for People illustrates the
Immediate dissemination of campus research to the "man on the street" through our
various University engineering extension services. U of I Rocket Research in the
Ionosphere, a typical example of how research finances an advanced degree, describes
how a doctorate candidate got Into the rocket business.
The llliac and the Oddity is a report on the advanced level of computer tech-
nology at the U of I; such research and practical applications account, in part, for
the new computer design and programming courses now available. Man Against
Machine, a humorous play on words (or is it a diagram?!), shows what will happen
when man's creativity exceeds his speed of application.
Your response to this research-oriented issue will determine further efforts along
this direction. May we hear from you?
FOR OUTSTANDING FACILITIES, DIVERSIFIED AEROSPACE SYSTEMS . . . IT'S
Hamilton Standard
United Aircraft's Hamilton Standard Division is in the
midst of a major planned expansion program. In the
heart of Connecticut, our million and a half square-foot
plant with its complex aerospace-product facilities pro-
vides top-flight career potential.
ENGINE CONTROL LABORATORIES-ln this High-Temperature Labora-
tory, an advanced turbine pump can drive a fuel control
in ambient temperatures up to 1,000°F. A 60-point
data logger presents a typewritten display of product
performance in terms of pressure, flow, speed and
temperature. The facility handles up to 60,000 pph of
fuel at temperatures to 500°F. Other fuel control test
facilities simulate altitudes to 80,000 feet, refrigerate
fuel to — 70°F, control relative humidity from 20% to
95%, subject hardware to salt water spray, sand and
dust conditions, shock loading, and simulated vibration
and "g" acceleration loading.
PROPELLER TEST LABORATORIES-ln this Vibration Lab
are motors capable of vibrating full-scale propellers
from 20 to 500 cycles per second. During full-scale
testing of advanced design integral gear box propellers,
a special data acquisition facility automatically records
steady-state and transient performance data.
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS LABORATORIES-This new, highly ad-
vanced, man-rated space simulator will help develop
Project Apollo Moon Suit. Chamber is designed to
attain a vacuum of 1 x lO^^torrin lOhourswhen empty,
5 X 10 5 torr in PA hours with two astronauts in space
suits. Other problems under investigation: improved
cryogenic storage systems for zero "g" applications,
carbon dioxide removal and reduction, two-gas at-
mosphere pressure control systems, and rejection of
metabolical equipment heat via space radiators.
Other intensified Hamilton Standard
programs are conducted in:
• ground support equipment
• electronic control systems
• thrust vector controls
• air inlet controls
• electron beam machines
• physiological monitoring systems
See your placement officer for a campus interview, or write:
SUPERVISOR COLLEGE RELATIONS
Hamilton
Standard
United
Rircraft
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT
an equal opportunity employer
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U of I ROCKET RESEARCH
in the Ionosphere
by Richard Langrehr, ME '66
Richard Hodges, program super
tests on the rocket's instrumentation.
Mail}- years ago, people \ie\ved the
ionosphere with m\stery and awe. Sci-
entists knew \ery httle about it, and,
indeed, showed little interest in in-
vestigating it. But back then, of
course, the ionosphere did not play
an intricate part in everyone's life;
today the ionosphere aflFects every
single person. Scientists are now on
an accelerated program to investigate
it, and engineers are seeking new
ways to use it to provide instant global
communication, improved long-range
weather forecasting, and many other
related benefits.
Although there is no direct corre-
lation between these uses and a recent
series of rocket experiments by tlic
U of I, the Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratory, in 1959, awarded
a $250,000 contract to the Electrical
Engineering Department at the U of I
for the purpose of conducting a series
of ionospheric rocket experiments.
These experiments were to demon-
strate the possibility of controlling
ionospheric processes through the ap-
plication of radio energy and to deter-
mine the magnitude of the eflPects
produced, to relate these eflFects to
properties of the ionosphere, and to
e\entually devise new ways of prob-
ing the ionosphere.
Supervision of the program was
given to R. Richard Hodges, Jr.
Hodges himself obtained both his
Bachelor's (1955) and Master's (1957)
degrees from the U of I and is cur-
rently studying for his Doctor's De-
gree in Electrical Engineering. Hodges
began work on the rocket program in
1960 upon his return from Collins
Radio and in October, 1961, became
project supervisor.
The basic experimental procedure
in\olved in Hodges' project consists
in the radiation of energy pulses at
the electron gyrofrequency from a
transmitter onboard a rocket. The
gyrofrequency is that frequency at
whicli maximimi encrg\' can be gi\en
to the electrons of a certain volume
of space. These periodic pulses in-
crease the energy of electrons near
the rocket. Increasing the electron
energy increases the electron-molecule
collision frequency, thus causing dis-
turbance in the ionosphere. The mag-
nitudes of these disturbances and
their decay rates are detected by a
measurement of cross modulation pro-
duced on a carrier wave which travels
up from the ground, through the dis-
turbed region, and is detected at the
rocket. The results of these measure-
ments can be related to ionospheric
properties and a quantitative picture
of cross modulation in the ionosphere
can be obtained.
To date, two highly instrumented
Aerobee rockets have been laimched
from Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
Both flights were largely successful,
despite the fact that on the first launch
a failure in a small motor caused pre-
mature termination of several of the
experiments.
After the flights were over, Richard
Hodges stated that he was certain
these experiments would make easier
man's eftorts to harness the ionosphere
for the benefit of all mankind.
One of the two Aerobee rockets that were fully instrumented by U of
personnel.
The engineer studying for his
bachelor's degree at the U of I is said
by the administration to be the Col-
lege's number one product. At the
same time the College is spending
three times more money on research
than it is on education. So are we or
is research really the major product of
the College?
A Closer Look
Updating Professors. According to
the administration, before a faculty
member can teach effectively he must
be an example of learning himself; he
must be able to work with and gener-
ate new ideas—to keep up to date.
Updating has become increasingly
important since no other field is
changing more rapidly than engi-
neering. In fact, the total fund of en-
gineering knowledge is expected to
double during the four to seven years
it takes us to obtain a bachelor's or
advanced degree. Research's updating
function, so the argument goes, is the
main reason why teaching and uni-
versity research are integrated at the
U of I.
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Hesearcli is also intended to en-
tourage industry to team up with our
atlxanced University research pro-
Uiams in industry's area of interest.
Si all teamwork, created by research
and its by-product consulting, can be
\aluable for the College of Engineer-
ing; by creating a cross-fertilization of
ideas with industry, by giving faculty
numbers a view of the latest appli-
cations and needs of industry, and by
(licreasing the time lag between in-
dustrial discoveries and classroom
instructions.
As undergraduates, we can appreci-
ate the faculty's problem and updating
itforts. But what benefit is research
to the undergraduate if faculty mem-
lieis are too busy ujxlating themselves
t(i update their 1958 classroom notes
for our dail\- lectures?
Tlie problem here, of course, is that
present administrative policies reward
good research more clearly and
promptly than good teaching. Many
individual faculty members have no
incenti\'e to be good teachers and,
therefore, are not interested in the
undergraduate. Like all human beings,
facidty members are interested in
furthering their own careers.
The results of such an administra-
tive policy are at times most obvious
and discouraging to the undergradu-
ate. For example, one engineering de-
partment at the U of I has t\vo faculty
members per undergraduate student,
yet this writer recently took an hour
exam which was almost identical to
one given several semesters ago—the
instructors were too engrossed in their
research projects to write an exam
which was not on file in every frater-
nity on campus. In addition, five
weeks elapsed before the exam was
graded and returned.
Research is supposed to decrease
the time bet\veen discovery and the
.classroom, but old hour exams and
outdated lecture notes seem to indi-
icate the opposite. In fact, standing
ptill and failing to update our daily
instruction is, in reality, moving our
nstruction backward. Campus rc-
jearch is surely not this important
and the undergraduate's education
this unimportant to the College of
Engineerina.-
.\ttracting a Top Faculty. Theoreti-
calh', each research program at the U
of I is determined primarily by the
interests and activities of the facultv.
Many industries, for example, depend
for their existence on comparatively
short range returns on their invest-
ment; therefore, their teaching and
research functions are directed pri-
marily toward short-range goals. Top
engineers and educators who concern
themselves with long-range research
naturally seek an atmosphere of
greater freedom such as that promised
at the U of I.
This freedom of selection has no
doubt been partly responsible for
an engineering college recognized
throughout the world as the leader in
many areas such as solid state physics,
advanced electronics, and structin-es.
Understandably, the College of Engi-
neering could not hire and retain the
top minds in the country without
promising them an atmosphere con-
ducive to professional excellence in
their field.
The shortcoming here, of course, is
that these "top faculty" are tops in
research, and little is said about their
ability or interest in teaching. In fact,
a recent study by Brookings Institute
of 3,000 faculty in small and large
colleges and universities showed that
no matter how little time faculty at
every rank devoted to undergraduate
teaching, all wished to reduce it still
further. Again, could it be reseach is
attracting and updating researchers
rather than teachers primarily inter-
ested in education?
Supporting a Graduate Program.
The average graduate student educa-
tion costs an estimated three to four
times as much as the average under-
graduate education. \A'ithout the
financial support of research a strong
graduate program could not exist.
Modern facilities, for example, arc
financed almost entirely by research
contracts; thesis research for advanced
degrees requires expensive tools for
its very existence (see U of I Rocket
Research in the Ionosphere, page 5).
The day of the scientist-philosopher,
who thought he needed nothing but
his sense of logic, is long past. Like-
wise, research provides suitable thesis
topics and requires the advanced fac-
ulty necessary to supervise instruction
—a first-class faculty from which the
undergraduate should also benefit.
Undergraduates, whether they
plan to attend graduate school or not,
can certainly appreciate this assist-
ance, but how "educational" is it?
Let's look at percentages. In a speech
in Chicago on November 12, Walter
H. Koltun of the National Science
Foundation said that "perhaps 30-40
percent of research at colleges and
universities proper is not related to
graduate education." If that's the pic-
ture for graduate students, how do
you suppose this percentage looks for
the undergraduate?
In fact, since research is considered
so important by the administration
it would seem that the teaching of
basic research techniques should be
a part of our undergraduate cur-
riculum. Dr. Jack X. Irion, a research
participant at Newmark College of
Engineering, said, "Undergraduate re-
search is important, not so much for
its contribution to man's knowledge,
but rather for its developmental as-
pects in terms of reflection, inspection,
analysis and refinement of methodol-
ogy. Young minds need challenge and
inspiration to mature.
. . . Often our
courses of study are a dull accumu-
lation of facts, rather than facts avail-
able for use in tliinking. Such courses
fail to show our students that engi-
neering is a living process, an ac-
tive force—something which research
never fails to reveal, and often in
dramatic and impressive ways."
If students were properly moti-
vated, existing departmental special
problems courses could be used, in
part, for undergraduate participation
in research. Unfortunately, however,
no overt effort has been made by the
college to inform students of the re-
search activities under way, the op-
portunities available, or the directors
in charge.
Financing Research. One of the
College administration's justifications
for campus researcli is that it is "free"
—free in the sense that most research
is financed by the Federal government
rather than the State of Illinois. Last
year, for example, of $12,262,000 the
(Continued on page 22)
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In just a few short months, those
new graduates spanned the dis-
tance from the classroom to the
space age. They joined with their
experienced colleagues in tack-
ling a variety of tough assign-
ments. On July 20th, 1963, their
product went off with a roar that
lasted two solid minutes, provid-
ing more than 1 ,000,000 pounds
of thrust on the test stand. This
was part of the USAF Titan NIC
first stage, for which United
Technology Center is the con-
tractor. Two of these rockets
will provide over 80% of all the
thrust developed by the vehicle.
Some of you now reading this
page may soon be a part of that
program... or a part of other sig-
nificant, long-range programs.
UTC now offers career oppor-
tunities for promising graduates
at the bachelor's, master's, and
doctoral levels in EE, ME, AeroE,
and ChE. Positions are impor-
tant and offer personal and pro-
fessional reward in the areas of
systems analysis, instrumenta-
tion, data acquisition, prelimi-
nary design, aerothermodynam-
ics, stress analysis, structure
dynamics, testing, propellant
development and processing.
If your idea of a career in the
space age includes joining a
young, vital, aggressive com-
pany... then get in touch with
us now! If you want to work with
men who can develop and build
a wide variety of sophisticated
propulsion systems, write today
to: Mr. J. W. Waste.
UNITED
TECHNOLOGY
CENTER
SOME OF
THE MEN WHO
WORKED ON IT
WERE IN
COLLEOES
LIKE YOURS
IVEIUIIIGO
ft
ICRAFT CORPORATION
P.O.
U.S. Ci
Box 358 Dept. E, Sunnyvale, California
t.jenship Required - Equal Opcortunlty Employe
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Back in '26 wc had a cDiideiiser that
was a condenser, no pnny little piece
of junk either. It belonged to the
W'estinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company and weighed 985,000
pounds! The whole thing stood thirty
feet high and needed a dozen steel
flatcars to move it from plant to plant.
Now there was a real condenser. It
worked too—not like this little misfit
that EE gave me. Our old time con-
denser could circulate 150,000,000
gallons of water a day. \\'hy, would
you believe that that so-called con-
denser he gave me can't even con-
dense enough steam for one good
bath? That new-fangled thingamajig
just sits there in the tub and rusts.
We were a lot sharper back in my
da\\ We had research then too, you
know. Look at what we were doing
' back in 1927 when this reprint from
Power Plant Engiiieciiuii appeared in
our January issue.
Recentl>', Dr. Karl Mueller, member
of the sfaH of the Physical Technical
Institute of Berlin, has succeeded in
producing sheets of sleel so thin that
they are as transparent as the clearest
glass. The new method of making sheets
of metal of unprecedented thinness seems
likely to prove of far reaching industrial
as well as scientific importance. Test
plates used to test the transparency of
optical glass, which were ruled with
cross lines 2,.'>00 to the square inch, were
photographed through such a metal
sheet, and when enlarged to 400 diam-
eters, the scale showed distinctly, with
no trace of distortion. This absence of
aberration jiroves that the structure of
the film was perfectly even and uniform
in all directions. The metal sheets are
so thin that atoms will penetrate them
without impediment, yet so strong that
when fastened in a frame they may be
bent (by blowing) to the extent of 1-16
inch without rupture. The delicate sheets
are made by depositing an extremely fine
film of the steel on a smooth surface by
means of an electric current, then sep-
arating the film from the foundation on
which it was fixed.
Now young fella, it's been almost
37 years since Dr. Mueller did his
experiments. How many of your
friends ]ia\e e\er hard of transparent
steel? That's how far ahead of tho
game we were.
And what do you suppose an engi-
neer earned back then? (All you
modern engineers are money mad.)
Well, I'll tell you. Here is an excerpt
from our November 1926 issue telling
graduates what a man could e.xpect to
make (provided he wasn't a smarty-
pants and knew something about how
to make a real condenser).
An eastern university has kept a record
of Alumni of its engineering college and
presents the following formida for an
engineer's salary:
$ = 1,500 + 300;/
Where "y " is the number of years after
graduation.
Say, sonny, when you graduate, arc
you going to be worth the ten years
of experience a man needed to earn
$4,500 back in my day?
NOTE: Head structural engineer
Bouregard Dangerbridge whose com-
ments appear in this column, has
agreed to take time out from his usual
duties as chief sidewalk smasher on
the etigineering campus to write a
few words about his views of the'
engineering profession. MLQ.
ACIVIL ENGINEERS:
Prepare for your future in liighway
engineering — get the facts about new
DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement
Modern pavement engineering has taken a "giant step
foiward" with Deep-Strength Asphalt construction for new
roads and streets. There is a growing need for engineers
with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt
technology and pavement construction as new Inter-
*& state and other superhighways in all paits of the
country are being built with advanced design
Deep-Strength Asphalt pavement.
Your contribution—and reward— in om' nation's
vast road-building program can depend on your
knowledge of modern Asphalt technology. So
prepare for your future now. Write us today
E ASPHALT INSTITUTE, Colege Park Maryland
I
THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Md.
I Gentlemen: Please send me your free student I
library on Asphalt Construction and Technology. I
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THE ILLIAC
AND THE ODDITY
Eleven years ago the University
of Illinois put llliac I into operation.
It was not only one of the world's
fastest computers, it was the only one
at that time owned by a university.
Today it has been taken out of serv-
ice and replaced by llliac II (it is not
really called "The Oddity"; a wag
suggested that name "so that everyone
could talk about the llliac and the
Oddity"). Times do change, and very
rapidly, in computer technology.
Today llliac II stands in the Digital
Computer Laboratory (DCL). Con-
struction of the computer, a solid
state successor to llliac I, was be-
gun in 1956, and it now occupies most
of the first floor of DCL. This pro-
digious digital computer, built by
grants from the Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the University, has been
in operation since September, 1962,
but is not yet operating at its ultimate
capacity. Work is presently underway
on the attachment of a large array of
input/output equipment which the
International Business Machines Cor-
poration has donated for this purpose.
llliac I, world famous for its pio-
neering achievements and a fast com-
by Lester Holland, EE '66
puter in its era, used vacuum tubes
and high-current circuits which pro-
duced a great amount of heat. llliac
II, using solid-state devices and em-
bodying techniques such as asyn-
chronous circuits, is more reliable,
and although heat is still a problem,
the main heat-producing components .
are resistors rather than active com^
puting components.
W. L. Huffman of DCL makes an adjustment on llliac ll's new control panel.
1 FUTURE
' CIVIL ENG.
I
BUILDING
I I
STOUGHTON AVE.
.NEW ADDITION
FUTURE
ADDITION
DIGITAL COMPUTER
LABORATORY
SPRINGFIELD AVE.
A new addition to the DCL is
planned for next fall. Tie-in cable
new Civil Eng. BIdg.
completion. A future addition is
eventually link tfie DCL witfi the
'OUTPUT
DEVICES
Block di
to single
igram of the
data channel.
ADVANCED
CONTROL
CORE
MEMORIES
MAGNETIC DRUI^
STORAGE
DELAYED
CONTROL
ARITHMETIC
UNIT
lO-WORD
MEMORY
llliac M. Input output devices may be connected
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ADVANCED
CONTROL
Mliac lis T shaped design is approximately
10 feet high, 16 feet long, 3 feel thick, and 12
feet wide. It contains several miles of wire.
—Built for Speed—
Illiac II represents an increased
speed of 120 times that of Illiac I. A
small core storage was used to gain
tliis speed at reasonable cost. Rather
than emphasize the size of the core
storage, emphasis was placed on the
efficient use of memory by a tightly-
coded instruction format as well as on
the provision of a hierarchy of aux-
iliary storages, both fast and slow.
Since core memory access is slow
compared to the speed of arithmetic
operations, Illiac II utilizes a 10-word
fast transistor memory located ad-
jacent to the arithmetic units (Fig. 1).
This temporary memory supplements
core storage and has an access time of
0.2 microseconds, about one-tenth
that of core storage.
Another innovation that increases
speed is the physical location of the
aritlimetic unit. Located in the stem
of a "T," the ends of the 52 arith-
metic register are adjacent to the con-
trol unit located in the head of the "T"
(Fig. 2). This proves advantageous
since many operations, especially
those that test for special number
values, are conducted in the ends of
the registers.
The arithmetic unit, supervised by
a special arithmetic control, called
Delayed Control, is kept busy work-
ing on numerical operations and need
not wait for the decoding of machine
Plug-in panels containing thousands of solid state de used in Illiac II.
orders. This method of operation is
possible because a supervisory con-
trol, called Advanced Control, handles
the necessary order modification, in-
dex register arithmetic, and general
bookkeeping. The arithmetic unit
could actually be considered a slave
computer to Advanced Control. In
total, by means of parallelism, three
controls (Delayed Control, Advanced
Control, and Interplay Control, which
46,000 transistors
98,000 diodes
39,000 capacitors
139,000 resistors
Illiac II ought to be fast; it cer-
tainly contains enough parts.
is used for input/output) operate
simultaneously to allow the computer
to work on different phases of a prob-
lem at one time.
To further decrease unnecessary
time delays, it is possible for Illiac II
to operate in a multi-program mode.
In this condition the computer will
not necessarily wait for information
concerning a particular program to
arrive from some input device but
will switch operation to another pro-
gram which is prepared to run. Thus
the computer may actually work on
several programs "at once" in a time-
shared manner.
—"Slow" Operations
—
Regardless of the internal speed of
a digital computer, the data input/
output devices are necessarily slow
because of their mechanical opera-
tion. Illiac II uses Interplay to simul-
taneously control tlie 32 data
channels to a great extent independ-
ent of the other computer units. In-
terjolay supervises the transfer of
information to the memory from the
driun, magnetic tape, or paper tape
at relatively slow speeds while the
computing units continue to operate
at full capicity.
Characteristic of these "slow"
speeds is the transfer from core stor-
age to magnetic tape at the rate of
one word per 100 microseconds or the
transfer from punched paper tape
to core storage at 1000 characters per
second. One of the 32 data channels is
connected to an IBM 1401 computer
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llliac I, built by the U of I
recently retired.
which facihtates card- to-tape and
tape-to-printed-page operations. It
also allows llliac II to "delegate"
minor ojierations to the 1401. Inter-
connections are provided so that the
llliac may check the status of opera-
tions done by the 1401.
Under the control of Interplay, the
ultimate rate of data transfer for all
32 channels in simultaneous operation
is 10 million bits per second. When
in full operation, llliac II will have
10 magnetic tapes on four channels,
two disc storage files on two channels,
the IBM 1401 computer on a single
channel, and four data channels for
interconnection with ILLIAC III, a
highly sophisticated pattern recogni-
tion computer which is already under
construction on the second Hoor of
DCL. With the IBM 1401 and the
four tape channels listed above, llliac
11 could handle 36 additional mag-
1952, and the first computer eve
netic tape units as well as hundreds of
slower input/output devices.
As an example of the versatility of
llliac II, 10,000 electric typewriters
could be connected to a single data
channel. One such innovation already
in the planning stage is the installa-
tion of remote input/output units in
various departmental offices. If a trial
installation is successful, similar units
will make the computer available to
more users.
—Computer Courses—
Engineering undergraduates will
soon be able to take advantage of
more comprehensive undergraduate
computer courses covering not only
programming but also design and cir-
cuit theory. Though llliac II is pres-
ently not used in course work, this
situation may soon change. Mathe-
matics 195, first oflFered only two years
ago, is a very popular course (except
for the hour exams!) in general com-
puter operation and programming
and presently has an enrollment of
530 students. At the sophomore engi-
neering level it gives students a back-
ground in computing with the IBM
7094 which may then be used to solve
problems for other courses or for re-
search. Among courses now available
in computer design are Mathematics
and Electrical Engineering 294 and
394 and EE 393. A new set of digital
computer courses covering computer
design and operation is being devel-
oped and may soon be available.
One microsecond = .000001
second. In one microsecond, a
beam of lighf fravels less ihan
1000 feet (approximaiely 985
feet) or about .2 mile. If a student
works physics homework problems
5 nights a week, an hour and a
half each night for three semesters
(Physics 106, 107, 108), he will
accomplish what the llliac 11 can
do in less than 2.5 minutes.
Other changes may be expected at
DCL. Present plans indicate that the
IBM 7094 (now in ERL) may be
moved to the second DCL addition so
that all the large digital computers
can be in one central location where
they will probably be interconnected
(see below). When fully completed,
the U of I facilities at the Digital
Computer Laboratory will be one of
the most advanced centers in the
nation for the study of computer
technologv.
llliac I
TABLE OF COMPARISON
IBM 7094 llliac II
length of
binary word
40 bits 36 bits 52 bits
(1) W word transistor memory
.2 microsecond access
(2) 8,192 word core
2 microsecond access
(3) 65,536 word rotary drum
8 microsecond access
Memory 1024 words
1 8 microsecond access
32,768 word core
2 microsecond access
Multiply time 700 microseconds 6 to 18 microseconds 6.6 microseconds
Input Output 1 channel (paper tape or
printed page)
8 channels
(magnetic tape, printed
page, or punched cards)
32 channels (paper tape,
magnetic tape, printed page,
or punched cards)
Index Registers None 16
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Instant portable power... any time, any place
In this battery-sparked new world of portable convenience, hand tools are driven by their own re-
chargeable batteries
. . .
toys perform their tricks by remote control ... a hearing aid with its
button-size power cell can be slipped into the ear . . . cordless radios and television sets are lively
companions in the home or outdoors
. . . missiles and satellites are guided through the vastness of
space. Developments like these have brought more than 350 types of Eveready batteries into
use today, 73 years after Union Carbide produced the first commercial dry cell. Ever-longer service
life with power to spare is opening the way for portable power sources, such as the new alkaline,
nickel cadmium, and silver batteries, to serve hundreds of new uses. For the future, along with
their research in batteries, the people of Union Carbide are working on new and unusual power
systems, including fuel cells. And this is only one of the many fields in which they are meeting ^^^
the growing needs of tomorrow's world.
A HAND IN THINGS TO COME
UNION
CARBIDE
Look for these other famous Union Carbide consumer products—
LiNDE Stars, Prestone anti-freeze and car care products, "6-12" Insect Repellent, Dynel textile fibers. ^^^^'
Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Ave.,New York, N. Y. 1001 7. In Canada : Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.
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BUILDING
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Where Has Physics
by Tom Grantham, EE '66
The steep angle in lecture Hall B
liminates the need for "neck stretch-
ng"— ideally suited for dozing.
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"\\'here has physics gone?" was a
question asked by many confused
^ Indents this fall. The Physics Depart-
iiunt, which was housed in the old
rliNsics Laboratory for the past half
tciitury mo\ed during the summer to ,
the University's new Physics Building,
two blocks further east on Green
street.
The New Physics Building
Construction of the new multi-
iniUion dollar Physics Building began
III 1957 and was completed this sum-
mer. The new building, according to
I'rofessor G. M. Almy, associate de-
li, trtnient head, represents a 60% hi-
ucase of the department's facilities
111 eded to handle the increased en-
rollment in physics courses, which
has risen from 2147 to 3173 students
since 1959.
The dominating features of the
I M w building are the two ultra-modern
1. dure rooms, one seating 310 and
tlie other 210. Due to the semicircular
design of these two rooms the lobb\^
Gone?
outside which eventualh' will ser\e
as a lounge is bounded by a long
curved wall. The rooms themselves
are equipped witli both tire comfort
and enlightenment of the student in
mind. For his comfort the seats are
plushly upholstered and for his ease
of vision they are on a steep incline.
For his enlightenment the rooms are
equipped with closed circuit tele-
vision and modem lecture demonstra-
tion facilities.
In addition to the two rooms there
are nine classrooms with capacities
of 25 to 100 and twenty laboratories
equipped for general physics experi-
ments. The new building will contain
all physics actixities except nuclear
physics. From the student's viewpoint,
the new structure represents only a
longer hike to class, but from the
Physics Department's viewpoint, it
represents the administration's recog-
DECEMBER, 1963
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in lounge area.
nition of its e\er-increasing enrollment
and ever-increasing importance in sci-
entific research on this campus.
Meiallurgy Moves
The almost-historic old laboratory
is being dressed up for a change of
occupancy. "Metallurgy and Mining
Building" is its new name. Dean
E\eritt of the College of Engineering
announced, as a changeover moved
the department of Mining, Metal-
lurgy, and Petroleum Engineering
into the building. Among the fa-
cilities to be provided is a nuclear
metallurgy laboratory' with equipment
for experiments involving production,
purification, alloying, heat treatment,
fabrication, testing, and inspection of
uranium and other metals of interest
to the nuclear field. Four electron
microscopes will also be added, one of
them equipped to study materials at
445°F below zero.
Pre\'ious to this fall the mining and
metallurgy department was scattered
in ten structures, several of them old
houses being used temporarily. Now
all staff offices and activities are in the
Metallurgy and Mining Building and
the nearby Mining Laboratory.
Professor Thomas A. Read, depart-
ment head, has a staff of 41 full and
part-time members. Enrollment in-
cludes 120 undergraduate and 60
graduate students. Research during
the past year in\olved $750,000 from
government and private organizations.
The metallurgy department has ex-
perienced a number of transitions
since its inception in 1867 as one of
the four original areas of engineering
planned for the brand new University
of Illinois. Training in metallurgy and
mining was dropped in 1893 but rein-
stated in 1909 on the urging of mine
operators, unions, and others inter-
ested in the field. Upon its re-
establishment the department was
situated in the then newly completed
Physics Laboratory, but was moved
in 1912 to the Transportation Build-
ing and since 1941 has been in the
Ceramics Building until its present
mo\'e back to the Physics Lab.
During the more than half a century
in which the Physics Deparhnent
occupied this building it achieved
world-wide renown. Among projects
carried out there was the invention by
Professor Donald W. Kerst of the
betatron-type atom smasher. Another
invention in this building was that of
sound-on-film motion pictures by Pro-
fessor Joseph T. Tykociner of the
Department of Electrical Engineering.
He was assigned temporary space in
the then Physics Building, and, in
1922, he presented the first public
demonstration of modern sound
movies. The mining and metallurgy
department hopes to add to the tradi-
tions of the proud old building it in-
herits.
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DEEP SEA
DIVERS
TO
SPACEMEN
\.^
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iDIVERSITY—U. S. Rubber makes 33.000 products in 1.200 lines that are used by almost
everybody, from deep sea divers to spacemen. In our 22 divisional laboratories
or in our Central Research Center, there is a challenge for almost any technical
;C,r engineering specialty.
LEADERSHIP—Our research sets the pace for the industry. More than 100 years ago,
U. S. Rubber made the first manufactured vulcanized rubber product; more than
60 years ago, the first pneumatic automobile tire; more than 40 years ago, the first
research on synthetic rubber. Today we contribute our resources and skills to
atomic research, to oceanography, to the latest design in space stations, to hundreds
of other exciting projects.
VITALITY—U. S. Rubber uses to the fullest the professional skills of its 2,000 engineers
and research personnel, encourages individual responsibility in an atmosphere of
freedom. Our research and development people, in the last five years, have obtained
457 patents, more than our two largest competitors combined.
OPPORTUNITY—U. S. Rubber recognizes the importance of our technical staff, knows
that the answer to tomorrow's problems is already in the minds of its engineers today.
"U.S." rewards individual contributions. Many in our top management started as
engineers or technicians with the company. The president of U. S. Rubber is a chemical
engineer, several vice presidents hold engineering or technical degrees.
STABILITY—U. S. Rubber is one of America's 50 largest industrial companies, with
more than 119 years of industrial experience, operating 74 plants at home and abroad.
We are a polymer industry with less than half our business in tire manufacturing.
U. S. Rubber is one of the nation's largest textile manufacturers and leading chemical
producers. "U.S." provides good working conditions for more than 40,000
employees in the United States, another 30,000 abroad. -.
Inquire about a career with "U.S." Our recruiters will be visiting your campus soon.
Sign up for an interview at your Placement Office.
United States Rubber
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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ENGINEERING FOR PEOPLE
Illinois farmers arc untong the richest in the world. Two of the reasons are
cns,ineerin<s. and extension.
Most engineering research at the
University of Illinois is of little im-
mediate use to the man on the street.
In order for any research to be-
come truly significant, its practicality'
must be determined, and the neces-
sar\' information must be distributed
to the persons who can use it. Far too
imich engineering research fails to ad-
tl vance through either or both of these
I
I stages.
Every engineering department has
its own extension system to use and
distribute results of research. How-
ever, none of these systems has the
state-wide scope and completeness of
organization as the program found in
the Agricultural Engineering Depart-
ment. Their extension program is part
of an over-all plan in tlie College of
Agricultvire in cooperation with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. This
Extensionist Wendell Bowers explains minim
Each will take the information back to the fo
age demonstration plots to county to
in his county.
by John Litherland, Ag.E.
plan was established as part of the
land-grant college system.
One of the basic concepts behind
the land-grant system was to provide
people throughout tlie state with
practical information, in addition to
teaching the student body. To accom-
plish this purpose, tlie Cooperative
E.xtension Service was organized in
1914.
The Ag. Engineering extension pro-
gram is only a small part of the entire
Extension Service, but even so, six
of approximately thirt>'-five staff
members in Ag. Engineering are em-
ployed in full-time extension work.
The six extensionists work in all four
phases of Agricultural Engineering;
Power and Machiner}', Electric Power
and Processing, Soil and Water Con-
servation, and Farm Structures. How-
ever, no extension specialist is limited
to one phase; each is familiar with all
programs. In addition to distaibuting
results of engineering research the
specialists are often called upon to
help other extension groups, such as
those in agronomy, plant pathology,
or animal science.
Minimum tillage, a recent extension
project in the Power and Machinery
pliase of Agricultural Engineer, dem-
nnstrates the value of the Extension
Ser\'ice and the vastness of the work
involved in developing the project.
Minimum tillage refers to tlie re-
duction of the time and labor involved
in preparing a seedbed for grain
crops. Usually, jireparing a seedbed
requires plowing, discing and har-
(Please turn page)
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rowing tlie soil to produce a fine,
loose condition for tlie planting of
the seeds. Research engineers won-
dered if there was a faster metliod
to get the seed in the ground \\'ithout
ings during tlie 1959-62 period.
In 1962, the extension department
produced another package program
and a circular based on more research
and evaluation. These items are being
used in county meetings today.
seriously reducing yields.
In 1951, research on the subject
began at the U of I Agricultural En-
gineering Research Farm. After tlie
results showed that the discing and
the harrowing operations could be
eliminated successfully, the extension
staffs joined the project. The research
and extension staffs worked together
until 1956, when the extension
workers started eight demonstration
plots throughout the state to show
farmers that minimum tillage would
work on their farms.
From 1956-58 the workers prepared
extension materials, assembled data,
showed slides, and conducted tliirty
or forty county meetings in an at-
tempt to persuade fanners to try the
new method on their fanns. In 1959,
the extensionists distributed a package
program consisting of a movie, slide
set, and printed information to about
eighty counties in Illinois. Count}'
farm advisors used these programs for
almost two hundred farm group meet-
18
During the period of presentation
to farmers, the extension specialists
continually evaluated the acceptance
of the minimum tillage program by
the farmers. Their job was to con-
solidate results obtained across the
state and make tliem available to any-
one interested.
Although the extensionists from the
University do most of the introductory
work, they cannot conduct every
meeting or visit every farmer. For
this part of die work, tlie extension
service depends on farm advisors,
home economics advisors and other
leaders in the individual counties.
^^'ithout their help the extension work
would lose much of its effectiveness.
Extension work does not always
mean the relaying of information
Research engineers erect a rigid-frame build-
ing for study. As final plans are developed,
extensionists will present to farmers ttie advant-
ages of this type of structure.
from the University to the farm. This
exchange is reciprocal; farmers are
continuously inventing new devices
and methods for making their tasks
easier. In Uiese cases the extension
engineer's job is mainly one of de-
termining the practicality of the idea
for the common farmer, as well as de-
termining whether or not it is useful
in all situations. If the idea is prac-
tical, the extensionist turns the idea
over to research engineers for ex-
tended study. Later the information
is given back to the extensionist to
relav to farmers.
I (See Jan. issue for further notes on surveying
John LaCost wanted a part in scientific progress
He has it at Western Electric
John LaCost received his B.S.E.E. from the University
of Illinois in 1952. One of the factors w/hich influenced
him to join Western Electric was the quick manner in
which new engineers become operational.
During the short time John has been with us, he
has worked in several areas which are vital to the
nation's communications complex. And with his future
development in mind, John attended one of our Grad-
uate Engineer Training Centers where he studied the
front-line Electronic Switching System. He is current-
ly working as a systems equipment engineer on such
projects as crossbar switching and line link pulsing.
John's future at Western Electric looks promising
indeed. He knows he will be working with revolutionary
and advanced engineering concepts like electronic
switching, thin film circuitry, computer-controlled
production lines and microwave systems. He is also
aware of the continued opportunity for advanced study
through the company-paid Tuition Refund Plan, as
well as through company training centers.
How do you see your future? If you have high per-
sonal standards and the qualifications we are looking
for, we should talk. Opportunities for fast-moving
careers exist now, not only for electrical, mechanical
and industrial engineers, but also for physical science,
liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed
information, get your copy of the Western Electric
Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement
Officer. Or write: Western Electric Company, Room
5405, 222 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. And be sure
to arrange for a personal interview when the Bell Sys-
tem recruiting team visits your campus.
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEMWestern Electric
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Principal rnanufacturing locations in 13 cities • Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U. S. • Engineering Research
Center, Princeton, New Jersey • Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Illinois, Little Rock, Arkansas • General headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York 7, New York
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THERE WILL BE AN EAGL
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DN THE MOON...
lur world-recognized trademark—"the P&WA eagle"—has been
jentified with progress in flight propulsion for almost four decades,
panning the evolution of power from yesterday's reciprocating
ngines to today's rockets. Tomorrow will find that same Pratt &
/hitney Aircraft eagle carrying men and equipment to the moon and
5 even more distant reaches of outer space.
ngineering achievement of this magnitude is directly traceable to
ijr conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy
f-Qgress. Today's engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no
[Tilting criteria. They are moving ahead in many directions to advance
[jr programs in energy conversion for every environment.
ur progress on current programs is exciting, for it anticipates the
lallenges of tomorrow. We are working, for example, in such areas
p advanced gas turbines . . . rocket engines . . . fuel cells . . . nuclear
3wer—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of
;rospace, marine and industrial power application.
le breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs requires virtually every tech-
cal talent
. . . requires ambitious young engineers and scientists who can con-
bute toour advances of the state of the art. Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S.
I Fh D In: MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL . CHEMICAL and
UCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY » METALLURGY • CE-
AMICS • MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCEor APPLIED MECHANICS.
areer boundaries with us can be further extended through a corpo-
ti jR-financed Graduate Education Program. For further information
garding opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your ed-
ge placementofficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
fepartment, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.
Pratt &Whitney Pircraft
ONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
lORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
SPECIALISTS IN POWER ... POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN-
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
u
ED AIF
P
DIVISION OF UNIT RCRAFT CORP.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The Forgotten Man
(Continued from page 7)
U of I College of Engineering spent
on research, $9,802,400 came from
federal sources, $1,716,700 came from
general University funds, and $743,000
came from industry.
Actually, the taxpayer receives sev-
eral additional rewards for each tax-
dollar (educational or federal) spent
on research. Faculty members render
a service to our country while pro-
tecting themselves from obsolescence;
their findings are openly displayed
in the form of published papers, lec-
tures, and seminars; and many devel-
opments such as sound on movies,
reinforced concrete, and synthetic
rubber have resulted from U of I
research.
Large funds are available to solve
difficult problems, and government
agencies and industry need the tech-
nical-scientific help that professors are
qualified to supply. In fact, many
times the financial returns of research
to the taxpayer often exceed the initial
investment. For example, a govern-
ment-sponsored highway research
project at the U of I cost $25,000 and
is conservatively estimated to have
saved more than 20 times that cost
on a single six-mile stretch of dual
roadway in Illinois, and the same
results have been used in further con-
struction. Another research program
in agricultural engineering is saving
Illinois farmers eight million dollars
a year (see Engineering for People,
page 17). No evaluation can be made
for the lives saved by such projects,
for the increased national security
gained through research for the
Armed Forces, the Department of
Defense, and the Atomic Energy
Commission, or for the medical ad-
vances from research in biophysics
and similar areas.
No argument here—this is fine for
the taxpayer, the American Consumer,
and the general public.
Now What?
Obviously, research serves an im-
portant role in the College of Engi-
neering. As it now exists, however,
undergraduates benefit from the
College's research activities by in-
direct means only: research is sup-
posed to attract new forward-looking
faculty members, keep those already
on the stafi: up to date in their fields,
provide cross-fertilization of ideas
with industry, bring in modern
facilities, and support the graduate
program. But these are all indirect
and sometimes questionable benefits
for the undergraduate. Wouldn't we,
as undergraduate engineering stu-
dents, be better off if there were
more direct advantages? Clearly, it
would be a direct advantage to each
undergraduate if he knew specffically
what is going on in the various pro-
grams—what is happening behind
closed doors labeled "Biological Com-
puters," "Gaseous Electronics Labo-
ratory" or "Danger X-Rays." Shouldn't
that be a part of our education here?
Evidently the College administra-
tion thinks so. According to a 1963
administrative publication, "A (uni-
versity) research atmosphere helps
keep the undergraduate aware that
engineering is a progressing, develop-
ing field that requires continued
learning and development through-
out the engineer's professional life."
The administration's statement is an
attainable ideal. Under present con-
ditions, however, such a statement is
not true. The fact is that we have no
real knowledge of what goes on in
most of the research programs, of
what their actual worth really is, even
to us. This is the knowledge we must
have to derive a direct benefit from
them.
Research is fine as far as it goes-
it just doesn't reach the undergradu-
ate in the proper form. The time has
come for everyone—faculty members,
undergraduates, and administrators—
to recognize and strive to correct the
current lack of undergraduate under-
standing of research.
An efi^ort should be made by pro-
fessors to inform us about aspects of
their research that are related to our
classroom work and to welcome and
encourage undergraduate interest and
questions. Lab directors should be
invited to visit classes and describe
research that is being done in their
laboratories. We, as undergraduates,
should show a desire to know by
asking about research and insisting
on knowing. Likewise, we should
encoiuage members of Engineering
Council and the student societies to
help all of us keep informed through
organized tours of research labs and
other conscious efforts.
Technograph's reporters have been
knocking on many of these laboratory
doors and will continue to tell what
goes on behind them. Fart of Techno-
graph's new purpose in life is to tell
the full story—a story each of us
shoidd be interested in.
As it now stands, the extensive re-
search programs at the U of I are
obviously beneficial—to the consumer,
the tax-payer, and the professor. Only
the undergraduate receives no direct
benefit. He is not the "major product"
of the College—he is the forgotten
man.
A fugitive scientist from a Boris
Karloff horror picture dreamed up
a serum that would bring inanimate
objects to life. He surreptitiously tried
it out on the statue of a great general
in Central Park. Sure enough, the
statue gave a quiver and a moment
later the general, creaking a bit in
the joints, climbed down from the
pedestal. The scientist was over-
joyed. . . .
"I have given you Ufe," he ex-
ulted. "Now tell me. General, what is
the first thing you are going to do
with it?"
"That's easy," rasped the general,
ripping a gun from his holster. "I'm
going to shoot about two million
pigeons!"
Overheard in an E. E. lab:
"Take hold of that wire."
"This one? Okay."
"Feel anything?"
"Nope."
"Then don't touch the other one.
J
It's carrNang 50,000 volts."
\
Salesman: "This slide rule is some-
thing you'll really need. It will do half
your work for you."
Up and coming freshman en-
gineer: "Fine, I'll take two."
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llfliii -^rlene ^\arbens
Tech has decided to run these heart-warming pic-
tures for those cold December nights. We feel fortu-
nate to have such an attractive model in Arlene
Karhens, an Allen Hall resident.
Arlene is new on campus this semester, having
transferred from Morton junior College in Cicero,
Illinois, where she was active as a cheerleader and as
president of the Women's Club. She is a junior in
E. E. (exciting engineers . . . oops, we mean ele-
mentary education, of course) and maintains a 4 point
scholastic average. Besides her interest in little chil-
dren, she enjoys sports, sewing, music, painting, and
children of the larger variety, namely men.
Costumes compliments of W. Le
Photos by Bob Seyier
and Blums, Champaign
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Who is Olin?
What does Olin make?
What are the types ofwork at Olin?
What are the opportunities at Olin?
Who is Olin? Olin is a world-
wide company with 39,000
employees developing, pro-
ducing and marketing prod-
ucts from seven divisions:
Packaging, Squibb, Win-
chester-Western, Chemicals,
International, Metals and
Organics. With corporate
offices in New York City, the
firm operates 56 plants in 30
states with plants and affili-
ates in 37 foreign countries.
What does Olin make? Major
brand names include Squibb,
Winchester-Western,* Way-
lite,"' Ramset,* Roll-Bond;*'
with fully integrated product
lines in industrial and agri-
cultural chemicals, medici-
nals and pharmaceuticals,
arms and ammunition, brass
and aluminum, fine papers
and transparent films, kraft
papers, multi-wall bags and
containers.
What are the types of work
at Olin? Olin's great diver-
sity provides a broad range
of opportunities in the tech-
nical science and engineering
fields. Emphasis is placed on
the B.S. and M.S. chemical,
industrial, mechanical and
metallurgical engineering
student for assignments in
plant operations, process
control, product develop-
ment, quality control, pro-
duction and marketing.
Advanced degree M.S. and
Ph.D. chemists and metallur-
gists work in central research
and development improving
existing products and devel-
oping new ones. Men with
liberal arts and business
backgrounds find rewarding
career opportunities in the
administrative functions,
marketing, and some areas
of manufacturing.
What are the opportunities
at Olin? Olin recognizes peo-
ple as its greatest asset.Your
future growth and career is
as important to the company
as it is to you. Beginning with
corporate and divisional ori-
entations, you will be given
thorough on-the-job training
in your first job. You will
learn and progress, accord-
ing to your ability, working
with skilled and experienced
men in various assignments.
For additional information
about Olin please contact
your Placement Office or
write Mr. M. H. Jacoby, Col-
lege Relations Officer, Olin,
460 Park Avenue, New York
22, N.Y.
Olin
460 Park Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
"An equal opportunity employer."
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A GAUGE OF
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
by Larry Heyda
Recently an undergraduate at the
U of I invented a vacuum gauge
which is now being produced by RCA.
Wilfred Schuemann, an electrical en-
gineer by curriculiun, began working
as a researcher in the University's Co-
ordinated Science Laboratory when
he was a freshman, and he has be-
come a respected member of a re-
search team interested in ultra-high
vacuums.
Will's new vaciumi gauge \\'as both
a product of his own ingenuity and
the unselfish cooperation and help
which he received from the director
and other members of the lab. The
Bayard-Alpert vacuum gauge (one of
the co-inventors was Dr. Alpert, tlie
director of CSL) is tlie accepted
standard instrument for measuring
ultra-high vacuvim pressures. The B-A
gauge is, however, limited by a so-
called "X-ray efiFect" which prevents
it from reading into a low pressure
range, now of interest to researchers.
\Viirs invention eliminates this re-
stricting efiFect, and makes it possible
t(j measure pressures at least two
orders of magnitude lower than pre-
vious instruments. It has been pat-
ented by the University Foundation.
Schuemann, wlio is now a graduate
student in physics, has a great range
of interests. He is an active member
of the U of I Clider Club, and soaring
has become one of his greatest satis-
factions. In addition, his past mem-
bership in the band as an accom-
plished flute player and his interests
in painting, sketching and all forms
of athletics attest to the fact that he is
liardly the proverbial image of the
dried-out engineer.
His main interests, however, have
always centered around mechanical
and electrical equipment. Like many
of us, he spent his spare time during
high school tinkering with junk, con-
cocting gadgets, building model cars
and airplanes, and blowing the house
fuses now and then. As a freshman in-
terested in continuing his tinkering
while working his way through col-
lege, he requested and received a job
as research assistant in the Coordi-
nated Science Laboratory.
According to Will, "I believe that
research experience can be as valua-
ble for an engineering student as what
he learns in the classroom. It certainly
was for me. I belie\e that any under-
graduate who is interested in research
should consider applying for a job
with one of the research labs."
So if you want to be a researcher,
pick out the group that interests you,
find out who the director is, and ask
him for a job. You might just get it—
^^'ill Schuemann did.
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Are you interested in a career in management?
The key words are "career" and "management."
The Bethlehem Loop Course is designed not to place a
man in a job, but to start a man on a career. Although we
have a specific initial job assignment in mind for every
man we recruit for the Loop Course, that assignment is
just the first step toward increasing levels of responsibility.
The Bethlehem Loop Course is designed to train men for
management. We select men whom we feel have the po-
tential; we start them out with an intensive five weeks'
course that gives them a comprehensive knowledge of the
Company's operations; we follow this up with a training
program at the facility or within the department to which
he is first assigned. A steel plant man, for instance, will
be given general plant training for a number of weeks; a
sales looper trains for a full year before he starts actual
selling.
Think it over. It should be abundantly clear that we
have a big stake in our loopers. We do everything in our
power to assure that you make good progress— the rest
is up to you.
If you are interested in a career in management with
one of the nation's largest and most dynamic industrial
concerns, we urge you to read our booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course." You can get a
copy at your Placement Office, or by sending a postcard
to our Personnel Division, Bethlehem, Pa.
BETHLEHEM STEEL BETHllEHEMSTEEL
Arj equal opportunity employer
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Research at RCA Laboratories
Superconductive Computer Memory
Piciurcd abose is a radicall> new t>pc of
thin film superconductive array capable of
storing 16,384 bits of data in an area smaller
than a playing card. This array is a step toward
a high-speed all electronic memory of hundreds
of millions or billions of bits, which is a
storage capacity now attainable only in slow
electromechanical devices.
The structure becomes superconducting with
its immersion in liquid helium: two pulses of
positive or negative electric current are sent
through the selection trees to a selected inter-
section. Their combined efTect at the chosen in-
tersection produces a "normal" or non-super-
conducting area in the tin layer directly beneath.
When this occurs, a microscopic ring of
electric current is induced and instantly trapped
in the tin at this point. As the pulses cease,
the area again becomes superconductive, and
the stored current remains, moving in its micro-
scopic circle in either a clockwise or counter-
clockwise direction according to the positive
or negative character of the pulses that induced
it. In computer language, this stored current
represents one bit of information—a "zero"
or a "one." depending upon its direction.
When the information is to be recalled by
the computer, two pulses are again sent to
the same intersection. If their polarity (positive
or negative) is the same as that of the stored
current, nothing happens. If it is opposite, the
direction of the stored current will be reversed
and a read out voltage will be induced in a
simple box-like structure extending under the
whole memory plane. The presence or absence
of this signal is part of a code which is deci-
phered electronically to obtain the desired
information.
Reference— L. L. Burns, Paper presented at the
Fall Joint Computer Conference, Las Vegas,
Nov. 12-14, 196J andpuhlisliedin the Proceed-
ings of the Fall Joint Computer Conference.
Sun-Pumped Continuous Laser
Laser (optical-maser) action has been
achieved in CaF!:Dy-+ at liquid neon tem-
perature (27'' K) using the sun as the pumping
source. The minimum power required to obtain
laser oscillations could be supplied with a
10-inch-diameter condensing mirror. Laser
action at liquid-nitrogen temperature is antici-
pated using a 20-inch-diameter condensing
mirror.
Laser action in the CaF!:Dy-+ system was
reported at 2.36 microns. The laser oscillation
lakes place in the sharp 'h —>- 'I« 4f-4f
iransitions, and it is pumped in broad 4f- 5d
.ibsorption bands starting at 10,000 cm-' and
extending throughout the visible region of the
spectrum. The low pulsed laser threshold, the
long lifetime (10 msec for a 0.05 molar '",-
Dy-+ in CaFi) and the convenient location of
the broad pumping bands of this system make
it especially suitable forsun-pumped operation.
The photograph shows the experimental
arrangement. A 1-inch long, '/i-inch-by-'/s-inch
cross-section CaFj: 0.05 M '~( Dy=+ laser
crystal is placed in a dewar filled with liquid
neon just outside the focal point of a 14-inch
spherical mirror. The dewar was wrapped with
aluminum foil except for the area of illumi-
nation to insure better optical couphng.
From the known values of the pulsed laser
threshold at 27° K and at 78° K, we estimate
that a 20-inch-diameter condensing mirror will
be sufficient to operate the laser at liquid
nitrogen temperature. Experiments using much
larger mirrors are in progress to evaluate the
high power output capabilities of the sun-
pumped laser.
Reference— Z. /. Kiss, H. R. Lewis, R. C.
Duncan— .Applied Physics Lirs. 2, 93, 1963.
Beam Plasma
An experimental RCA tube which may open
new communication and radar channels near
the frequencies of infrared light is shown being
prepared for test at RCA Laboratories. The
device uses the interaction of an electron beam
with a cesium plasma to amplify 23 Gc micro-
wave power.
The device consists, basically, of an electron
gun, input and output helixes and a cesium
plasma. The gun sends an electron beam
through the input helix where the input signal
impresses a space-charge wave on the beam.
The beam then traverses a three centimeter
length of plasma. The plasma is generated by
a cesium Penning-type arc. The resonant fre-
quency of the plasma electrons, which is pro-
portional to the square root of the plasma
density, is set equal to the signal frequency.
Interaction occurs between the space-charge
wave and the plasma oscillations which results
in an amplification of the space-charge wave.
In the above tube, power in the space-charge
wave is amplified ten thousand times. The
amplified signal is delivered to the load by the
output helix as the beam passes through the
helix.
Reference—G. A. Swart: and L. S. Napoli,
Proceedings of Conference on M'ave Inter-
action and Dynamic Non-linear Phenomena
in Plasmas, Pennsylvania Stale University,.
February 1963.
These are only a few of the recent
reports by Members of the Tech-
nical Staff of the DavicJ Sarnoff
Research Center. Many scientific
challenges await the atdvancecJ
(degreecancJidatein Physics, Elec-
trical Engineering, Chemistry ancJ
Mathematics.
To learn more about these research programs you are invited to meet our
representative when he visits your university or write to the Administrator,
Graduate Recruiting, RL 9, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey.
.in Eqtial Opportunity Employer
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
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Engineers
l7i Choosing a Career,
Consider these
Advantages—
p
LoCdtion : Fisher is basically an "Engineering'
company with 1,500 employees located in a
pleasant midwest community of 22,000.
It's less than 10 minutes to the Fisher plant
from any home in Marshalltown.
Type of work: You'll become a member of
an engineering team that has produced some
of the outstanding developments in the field
of automatic pressure and liquid level controls.
Growth : Fisher's products are key elements
in automation which assures the company's
growth because of the rapid expansion of
automation in virtually every industry.
Advancement: Your opportunity is
unlimited. It is company policy to promote
from within; and most Fisher department
heads are engineers.
4. ^.-
If you want to begin your engineering career
with one of the nation's foremost research and
development departments in the control of
fluids, consult your placement office or write
directly to Mr. John Mullen, Personnel Director,
Fisher Governor Company, Marshalltown, la.
If it flows through pipe
anywhere in the world
chances are it's controlled by... fiSHEll
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MAN AGAINST MACHINE
by Henry S. Magnuski
Statisticians have drawn all kinds of
curves showing the passing of time
and the accumulation of scientific
knowledge and data. Some of these
curves are exponential, and show the
tremendous increase in knowledge,
while others show how man asymp-
totically approaches the "Truth."
Well, here is one cune, an ordinary
straight line, that shows the decrease
in the time lag between the discovery
of a scientific principle and its appli-
cation for use by mankind—the pre-
dictions are most revealing.
The horizontal axis shows the year
of discovery of some scientific knowl-
edge, and the vertical axis shows tlie
difference in time between tlie dis-
covery and the practical use of this
knowledge. The portion of the curve
above the zero axis indicates that the
scientific principle was discovered be-
fore it was fully appreciated, and the
portion of the curve below the zero
axis indicates that the scientific princi-
ple was in use before it was dis-
covered.
This idea may not seem very clear
at first, but it will after the following
selected points are noted. In 1800,
Volta discovered his voltaic pile, an
invention which led to the electric
battery. A full forty-three years later
Morse used this principle to power
a telegraph, and Western Union has
been making money on that idea ever
since. In 1873, Maxwell published his
famous equations, predicting the ex-
istence of radio waves, and it took
Guglielmo Marconi only twenty-three
years to prove that Maxwell was
right. In 1948, Bardeen and others
discovered the "transistor effect." Six
years later engineers developed the
transistor radio, and tubes have been
dying since. Thus, the time lag be-
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To Continue To Learn And Grow . .
.
... is a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio
Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in-
ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded
and improved its managerial skills, research facilities,
and scientific and engineering team.
At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged
to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills
through continued education. Toward this purpose,
Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed
to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an
eligible employe to be reimbursed for tuition costs of
spare time courses studied at the university or college
level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University
offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu-
ate training programs are maintained through the off-
campus facihties of Purdue University and available to
employes through the popular Tuition Refimd Program.
College graduates will find exciting and challenging
programs in the development of germanium and silicon
devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag-
ing of semiconductor products, development of labora-
tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications
and manufacturing engineering.
If your interests and qualifications he in any of these
areas, you're invited to write for our brochure detailing
the opportunities to share in forging the future of
electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team.
Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or
write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco
Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo,
Indiana.
An equal opportunity employer
solid stote electronics <
f ^y7^ Delco Radio Division of General Motors
L.c/ _^m Kokomo, Indiana
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Engines of the future . . . engines of today. Low compression
engines . . . high compression engines. Air-cooled engines . .
.
water-cooled engines. Four, si.x and eight cylinder engines.
And all he has to do is figure out which gasolines we should
produce to make them all happy.
One of the key scientists in American Oil's Road Anti-
knock Quality Program is Charles Karabell, 31, B.S.,
Chemical Engineering, PhD, Mechanical Engineering from
Purdue University. To say that his job of establishing and
predicting fuel characteristics for today's and tomorrow's
automobile engines is a challenge, is a vast understatement.
If you're thinking about a career with a future, think
about us. American Oil offers a wide range of new research
opportunities for: Engineers— chemical, mechanical, and
metallurgical; Chemists— analytical, electrochemical, phys-
ical, and organic; Masters in Business Administration with
an engineering (preferably chemical) or science background
:
Mathematicians; Physicists.
For complete information about interesting careers
in the Research and Development Department, write:
J. H. Strange, American Oil Company, P. 0. Box 431,
Whiting, Indiana.
IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS, LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS SISTER COMPANY, AMOCO
CHEMICALS CORPORATION, ARE ENGAGED IN SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS; Organic ions under electron impact, Radiation-
induced reactions Physiochemical nature of catalysts Fuel cells/ Novel separations by gas chromatography/Application of computers to complex
technical problems Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic acids Combustion phenomena Design and economics: new uses for present
products, new products, new processes, Corrosion mechanisms Development of new types of surface coatings.
STANDARD OIL DIVISION AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN...
CONSTRUCTION . .
.
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT. .
.
IN THE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF YOUR CHOICE
WITH THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
DIVERSITY OF ACTIVITIES
The Corps of Engineers embraces virtually the entire range of modern
engineering in the construction field. Projects include research into
basic science, engineering investigations and regional planning; design,
construction, operations, maintenance, and management of hydro-
electric power dams, flood control facilities, harbors and navigable
streams; design, construction and maintenance of family housing,
runways, hangars, roadways, hospitals, and nuclear power installations;
and construction of intercontinental ballistic missile and space launch-
ing sites. In addition are the allied fields of cartography, geodesy and
engineer intelligence.
OPPORTUNITY
Opportunity is provided for progressive movement toward top positions
for men with ability. You learn from top calibre professionals who
have had many years of high quality experience.
LOCATION
Projects are located in every State and in many foreign countries.
A CAREER NOT A JOB
The Corps offers a well defined 18-month rotational training program
for young graduate engineers covering all facets of the varied work
program. This is followed by planned career development assignments.
These assignments enable a young man to develop his special aptitudes
in the engineering field. As he progresses, special attention is given
to the development of managerial and executive abilities.
ADVANCED EDUCATION AVAILABLE
Attendance at special seminars, symposiums, and university courses
and participation in professional societies and activities are encour-
aged, and sponsored when possible. Fellowships for advanced study
and awards for outstanding achievement are also available.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ... and an illustrated
brochure "Your Career", write to the Chief of Engi-
neers, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C.
20315
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
DEPARTMENT OF ARMY
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Imprinted from the December 1962 Outlook
Twas the night before Christmas, and all thru
the plant,
Not a creature was working but me and Van Zant.
The specs were all written and ready to go,
In hopes that the drawings would soon be, also.
A batch had been finished, and already checked
But others were not, as you might well expect.
So we, both as zealous as Scrooge's poor clerk,
Had just settled ourselves for a long evening's
work-
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,
We sprang from our desks to see what was the
matter.
The security lights on the new-fallen snow
Gave the luster of blastoff to objects below.
When, what to oiu' wondering eyes should appear.
But a miniature space capsule and eight tiny ( but
extremely powerful) hydrazine-propellant
boosters tandem mounted in series so the pilot
could steer;
And a little round astronaut, so lively and quick,
I thought for a moment he might be Saint Nick.
But then Van Zant asked me, "Did vou hear him
yell
All those names to his boosters as his capsule fell?
'Now Atlas! now Saturn, now Vanguard and
Gemini!
Let's make our next landing beside that old
chimney!
On Nike! on Redstone! on Titan and Polaris!
It's only tonight that Canaveral can spare us!"
As we drew in our heads and were turning
around,
Down the chimney the astronaut came with a
bound.
He was dressed in a spacesuit from his head to
his foot.
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and
soot;
"This soot, " he said, smiling, "is not from your
chimney.
It s caused by the heat of atmospheric re-entry!
"
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head
Soon put us at ease, although he then said:
"Tell me, are your schedules really so tight.
Or do you get overtime for working tonight?"
I looked at Van Zant; then he looked at me;
I said, "It's a matter of deadline, you see . . .
"
"We've got a tough problem, " Van Zant said with
a groan,
"In hanging the micronite up in the T-zone.
The astronaut chuckled, "Well, that's why I'm
here.
In packaging, I was the first engineer."
He spoke nothing more, but went straight to the
work.
And studied the problem; then turned with a
jerk,
He smilingly told us to take a good look.
And held out a Christmas tree ornament hook.
Even though we both knew he had foimd the
solution.
By then we felt ripe for a state institution.
"Well, fellows," he said, "All your systems are
go;
It looks A-OK, so I've now got to blow."
And laying his finger astride of his nose.
And giving a grin, up the chimney he rose.
He sprang to his capsule and into the door.
And then blasted off with a Titanesque roar.
"Happy Christmas, ' he xelled, as he flew out of
sight,
"Keep >our stuff simple and its bound to be
right!"
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Room and Board
Intramural Sports
Social Activities
Quiet Hours for Study
Close to Engineering
Campus
MEDEA
412 and 408 East Green
an
MEDEA LODGE
Two Blocks from Engineering Campus
A skit for relaxation
Medea, one of the finest Independent Men's
houses on campus, offers small group living
with the advantages of a larger house. Liv-
ing at either Medea or Medea Lodge assures
you of an excellent location, fine food (T-
bones once a week ) , coffee an' served every
morning, good study conditions, and Uni-
versity approved Counselors.
Evidence of effort
Freshman applications for the fall semester must be ap
by April 1, 1964. Write for applications to Robert So
House Director, 412 E. Green, Champaign, Illinois.
(Advertisement)
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CAMELS, COMMITTEES,
AND
COLLEGES
The camel has been defined as a
horse designed by a committee. This
remark, of course, is really a comment
on the efficiency of committees rather
than on the beauty of camels. The
work of our ci\'ilization is executed
tlirough committees; we have commit-
tees for . . .
,
committees against . . .
,
and committees with less well defined
purposes. The College of Engineering
has twenty-two of them, most of
wliich directh' affect the campus life
of undergraduates.
This year several new committees
were created and their establishment
reflects the concern of the College for
continuous curriculum re\ision, con-
tinued education after graduation,
better campus facilities, and the need
to sufficiently anticipate the future
educational requirements of a rapidly
growing profession.
The Library Committee has been
directed to consider plans for either
expanding present library facilities or
construction of a separate building
which woidd house the library with
other needs of the College. One spe-
cific project the committee will con-
sider will be a net\\'ork of carrels
{ small study-conference rooms ) . Plans
may also include increasing the pro-
portion of graduate level material and
providing more literature and refer-
ence books to meet the changing em-
phasis of undergraduate engineering
education. A new building would cer-
tainly ehminate the fire hazard and
the squeaking, vibrating floors in
Civil Engineering Hall. In fact, rumor
has it that if the termites ever stop
holding hands, the building will surely
collapse.
The Continuing Education Commit-
tee will determine what formal study
programs can be initiated to help
engineers in industry keep abreast of
current dexelopments. As committee
chairman Professor Jack Briscoe said,
"The undergraduate studies the funda-
mentals of the various engineering
sciences in order to provide a founda'
by Stuart Umpleby
tion for his ad\'anct'd work at the
Uni\ersity and, equalh- or more im-
portant, to enable him to follow the
scientific and engineering advances
that occur after his graduation. It is
essential that every young engineer
realize that his undergraduate educa-
tion is only the beginning of all that
he must learn if he is to really be an
engineer."
The new Committee on Earth Sci-
ence Oriented Engineering, by study-
ing the interrelation of such fields as
mining and reservoir engineering, geo-
physics, rock mechanics, and mineral
processing, will analyze the effective-
ness of the present departmental
organization of instruction. The work
of this committee may have a tremen-
dous effect on the curricula and the
administrative subdivisions of the Col-
lege in the future. The chairman of
the Earth Sciences Committee is Pro-
fessor Don U. Deere.
The new Engineering Technology
Curriculum Advisory Committee,
headed by Professor J. S. Dobrovolny
will consider the needs of engineering
technician training programs for jun-
ior colleges. According to informed
estimates, the United States should
have three times more engineering
technicians than it now has for the
best use of engineering manpower.
The work of this committee will be
related to the studies on tliis problem
conducted over the last several years
for the Illinois State Board of \'oca-
tional Education.
The many committees in the Col-
lege of Engineering have great influ-
ence on the direction the College is
moving and, consequently, on the
lives of students. Yet one wonders if
another new committee shouldn't be
established next year: the Committee
to Study \\'hy the College of Engi-
neering Has Twenty-Two Committees
^^'hile the Largest College on Cam-
pus, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Has
Only Seven, That would be interest-
ing ,. ,
YOU
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"You were born to be free. You were also born with a
responsibility to contribute to our common defense. For
as long as a trace of avarice exists in the hearts of men,
there will be a need for the defense of men and their
established institutions."
General James M. Gavin, from the book
"WAR AND PEACE IN THE SPACE AGE"
This isn't an appeal to your patriotic
sense of duty. But, we would like to
suggest that the people at MITRE con-
tribute significantly to the first line of
defense of this country and of the free
world.
What kind of work is this? Systems
work mostly. Computer-based "L"
systems for the Air Force. World-wide
systems for collecting, transmitting,
processing and displaying information
necessary for the command and control
of our forces.
What sort of people enjoy this work?
Talented systems engineers and scien-
tists. Men able to deal in broad areas
of weapons and people and radar and
computers, as well as with the specific
technical problem at hand. People like
[his are hard to come by. So, we en-
courage them by offering enough lati-
tude to permit an imaginative, inquisi-
tive approach to problems. They are
part of a team doing original and
challenging work in the field of military
command technology. And, as we said
before, they are responsible for an im-
portant part of our national defense
effort.
Current projects include: BUIC (Back-
up Interceptor Control for the SAGE
system); NORAD Combat Operations
Center; Nuclear Detonation Detection
and Reporting System; Post-Attack
Command and Control system; NMCS
(National Military Command System);
and many others.
MITRE always has openings for quali-
fied men and women in every level from
recent graduate to senior project di-
rector. Minimum requirement, B.S. The
greatest need is for scientists and en-
gineers in the areas of electronics,
physics and mathematics. Address in-
quiries in confidence to Vice President
— Technical Operations, The MITRE
Corporation, CP-4, MC Square,
Bedford, Massachusetts.
THEI
MITRE
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Pioneer in the desi(;r ^r-d development of command and control systems. MITRE was
chartered in 1958 to serve only the United States Government. The independent non-
profit firm is technical advisor and system engineer for the Air Force Electronic Systems
Division and also serves Itie Federal Aviation Agency and the Department of Defense.
1984
News Release
U of I Computer
Center
Earlier this month, after four dec-
ades of fear, anxiety, heartburn, and
ulcers caused by the ever present
possibility that mankind might soon
start glowing in the dark, man decided
to link all the computers in the world
together with long extension cords so
there would be sufficient electionic
brainpower to solve his problems and
bring happiness and tranquility to all.
Centered in this vast array of ma-
chines, of course, was Illiac LCIXVII,
the pride of the University of Illinois,
a liquid-transistor, gas-operated, nu-
clear-powered computer second to
none in the world.
The hook-up was completed in a
very few days, but then the trouble
began. Everyone had a different idea
about what the super brain should be
asked. An international group of sci-
entists pondered all the many psycho-
logical, physiological, metaphysical,
political, and transcendental questions
that had been raised but not answered
by Aristotle, Plato, Freud, Bertrand
Russell, Walt Kelly, and other such
crackpots. What question could be
asked that would best serve man's
longing for knowledge and quest
for peace? Finally they decided, on
the basis of a 51 per cent majority,
that the first question would be: "IS
THERE A GOD?"
The question was fed into the super
brain and it \\'ent to work. The enor-
mous product of man's genius whirred,
buzzed, belched, clicked, and di-ew
such a vast amount of power that
lights all over the world v^^ere dimmed.
At the University fuses blew and
everyone within three miles of Illiac
LCIXVII was deafened by the noise.
Within a few seconds the answer
emerged. It read: "THERE IS NOW."
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WHERE'S GARRETT?
EVERYWHERE! Here are a few of the ways U.S. defense and space progress are being helped
by Garrett-AiResearch: //VSP>JC£- Environmental control systems; auxiliary power systems; advanced
space power systems; research in life sciences. IN THE AIR- Pressuuzaisou and air conditioning
for most of our aircraft; prime power for small aircraft; central air data systems; heat transfer equipment
and hundreds of components. OA^i/l/VD- Auxiliary power systems for ground support of
aircraft and missiles; standard generator sets; cryogenic systems; ground support instrumentation and controls.
O/v T«f S£>J — Auxiliary, pneumatic and electrical power for ships; auxiliary power systems
and air conditioning for hydrofoil craft. UNDER THE Sf/l-Environmental systems for submarines
and deep diving research vehicles; pressurization systems, computers
and control systems for submarines and underwater missiles.
For further information about many Interesting project areas and career
opportunities at The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley at
9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd. , Los Angeles. Garrett is an equalopportunity employer.
THE FUTURE IS OUILDIPtC NOlAf AT
Los Angeles • Pho
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Honors Students in Engineering
Includes James Scholars and particlpanfs in the College Honors Programs
FRESHMEN
ANDERSON, Richard Ernest
BARKER, John L.
BEALL, Charles W.
BENJAMIN, William M.
BIHNER, James W.
BOYER, Gerald Rodney
BRYAR, Rebecca Marie
CARLSON, Robert D.
CARTER, Richard Cochran
CLARKE, Arthur
COHEN, Barry Eugene
CONLIN, Richard
COOK, James Howard
DYSTRUP, Andrew C.
EARLE, William R.
ENTWHISTLE, George
FERGUSON, Donald W.
FITZJARRALD, Joel
FORNANGO, James P.
FREESMEYER, Sherrill F.
FULTON, James Michael
GIESEKE, Werner James
GREENE, Gordon J.
HANSEN, Gerhard
HAUSCHULZ, Keith A.
HAY, Carl Martin
HAYEK, Joseph Charles
HEIDENREICH, Richard
HELFINSTINE, John David
HELM, Richard Bradley
HICKS, Russell William
HILLMAN, Arthur B. Ill
HOVIOUS, Joseph Carl
HOWREY, David Kirby
JENSKI, Raymond Alan
JOHNSON, Glenn Carl
JOHNSON, Jared Logan
JOYCE, James Albert
KALINOWSKI, Leonard E., Jr.
KOT, Seechun
LEWIS, Jon Ellis
LLOYD, Thomas Carl
LUCAS, Neil Alan
McLOUGHLIN, Patrick J.
MEECE, Jerry Lee
MERRIS, William Dale, Jr.
MICHELETTI, William J.
MILLER, Paul Albert
MINCH, William Raymond
MORR, Alan Ray
MOULIC, Robert Lee
PHELPS, Keith Richard
REED, Robert Bushnell
ROSE, Wayne Myron
SCHWARZ, George W., Jr.
SIMON, Stuart Ellis
STAPLETON, John Patrick
STOCKS, Joseph
SULLIVAN, Robert F.
TRAYLOR, Marvin Lee, Jr.
VANSWOL, Richard M.
WARNKE, Roger Allen
WEIGEL, William E., Jr.
WEITZ, Barry Allen
WELCH, John Lawrence
WHITNEY, Robin R.
WILLIAMSON, Warren L.
YOUNG, Stephen Charles
SOPHOMORES
ANGEL, Roger K.
BACKER, Lois June
BAHMANYAR, Reza
BAILEY, Peter T.
BARTON, Henry R.
BAXTER, Byron Lee
BENDULL, Ernest A.
BOHABOY, Philip E.
BOXLEITNER, Gregg
BRACHHAUSEN, Eric
BULLARD, Clark W.
BUNTING, Marcus
CAMPBELL, Ronald
CONLEY, Kenneth D.
DAHLSTROM, Norris
DAY, Gordon Wayne
DONZE, Richard L.
DRAKE, Jerry F.
ELLIS, Paul David
GLADDING, Gary E.
GRANTHAM, Thomas
GROSZ, Oliver J. H.
HALE, Carl Edwin
HENDRIX, Robert A.
HOLLAND, Lester M.
ISAACSON, Michael
JOHNSON, Robert B.
KAMO, Masayuki
KEUNE, David Lee
KOCH, Paul D.
KOLMAN, Joseph L.
LANGREHR, Richard
LEVIN, Michael A.
MAGNUSKI, Henry S.
PETERSON, Wayne A.
PFLEDERER, Larry
RIES, Roger P.
SCANLAN, Ronald M.
SHUGARS, Henry G.
STANLEY, Stanley
STREDDE, Edward H.
SWAIN, Carl Eugene
WEISS, Richard T.
WINKEL, William J.
JUNIORS
ALLEN, Charles H.
BARTHOLOMEW, David
BRANCA, Thomas R.
BRANDT, Larry K.
BREWER, Ernest L.
BURGE, David A.
CARLSON, Charles
CHAN, Shiu Kwong
CHANG, James S.
CLEMINS, Archie R.
COTTON, William B.
COULSON, James H.
CROCIANI, Danton
EVANS, Allan R.
FIGUEIRA, Joseph
ERASER, William T.
GATES, James H.
HENDERSON, John J.
HUISJEN, Martin A.
JOHNSON, Clyde R.
JOHNSON, Roger L.
JORDAN, Bernard E.
KRAKOW, William
KRAYBILL, David M.
LABER, Douglas
LANGE, James Jose
LITHERLAND, John
MASLOV, Alvin
MILLER, Robert A.
MORANGE, Theodore
NAFZIGER, Lee E.
NIXON, Larry S.
NOLTE, Kenneth G.
NOMM, Enno
PETERSON, Larry M.
PINSKY, Stephen S.
RENDER, Donald J.
SCHOMER, Paul D.
SCHOONHOVEN, Gerald
SCHWARCZ, Ronald
SHUFELDT, Warren
SMIRL, Richard A.
VANBLARICUM, Glen
VIETH, Gary Lee
WIEGEL, Roger E.
WILKEN, Irvin D.
SENIORS
BIRD, George R.
BLEHA, William P.
BRADY, Richard H.
CAMPBELL, Larry M.
CHANG, Milton M. T.
CHRISTOE, Charles
COOPER, Gilbert E.
CRINER, Douglas E.
CUSEY, Robert E.
DELLER, Richard W.
DOLLINS, Charles
FOX, John Alan
HALL, John Albert
HATFIELD, Frank J.
HEMMER, Joseph C.
HUTNER, Mark Allen
JENNY, Jon Arthur
JOHNSON, John A.
JOHNSON, Milo R.
KIRBY, John S.
KNIGHT, Thomas D.
KOSTELNICEK, Rich
KUECK, Thomas L.
KUPPERMAN, David
LEBECK, Alan O.
LENDRUM, Lester M.
LENKSZUS, Frank R.
LEVEY, James R.
MADDEROM, Douglas
MADSEN, John E.
MILKINTAS, John C.
MILLER, Gerald D.
MRSTIK, Adolph V.
MUSICK, Charles R.
NICHOLSON, William
OZANNE, Jerry
PAVIK, Alvin L.
PLECK, Michael H.
RADTKE, Erich
ROCKWELL, Donald
ROKUS, Josef W.
SAAD, Michael W.
SANDBERG, Charles
SCHUBERT, Curtis
SILBERSTEIN, Ikon
SMITH, Edward C.
STEELE, David L.
STEINER, William
VEATCH, George E.
VOLODKA, Livdas K.
WERNER, Ronald A.
WHITESIDE, Stephen
WICKERSHEIM, Robert
WILTON, Donald R.
WININGS, Clifford
YANG, Henderson C.
YAREMA, Raymond J.
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OPEN HOUSE . . .
EXHIBIT CONTEST
Criteria for Judging
How well does the basic idea or theme of
the display depict one of the three cate-
gories below? (30 pts.)
A) The display that best represents the
university research in a given area
or field of engineering at the Univer-
sity of Illinois.
B) The display that best describes the
academic life of an undergraduate
engineer in a given field at the Uni-
versity of Illinois.
C) The display that best tells what the
profession of engineering is and how
the engineer relates to our society.
2) Ability of the display to attract attention
(suggestion: the device for getting atten-
tion should be related to the exhibit).
(15 pts.)
3) Aesthetic quality of the display (attractive-
ness, neatness, professional appearance).
(15 pts.)
4) Ability of the exhibit to convey its theme
and ideas to visitors (suggestion: the visual
presentation and use of symbols should con-
vey the theme of the exhibit). (20 pts.)
5) Ability of the exhibitor to expand on the
theme of the exhibit (suggestion: the ex-
hibitor should have ( I ) a good knowledge
of the exhibits basic theme, (2) ability to
talk to visitors, and ( 3 ) a neat appearance).
(20 pts.)
. .
.Sponsored by Technograph
U of I Supply Store
COMPLETE LINE OF
BOOKS, ART &
ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES
TWO LOCATIONS:
ON THE CORNER
AROUND THE CORNER
An E.E. professor eyed the class as
he prepared to return a batch of exam
papers. "You will remain seated while
they are passed out," he commanded.
"If you were to stand, it is conceivable
that you might accidentally form a
circle. That would make me liable for
arrest."
"Why?" the E.E.'s wanted to know.
"I could be arrested for maintaining
a dope ring."
Her lips quivered as they ap-
proached his. His whole frame trem-
bled as he looked into her eyes. Her
chin vibrated and his body shuddered
as he held her close to him. The moral
of this: Never kiss a girl in a jeep witli
the engine running.
If Adam came back to earth, the
only thing he'd recognize would be
the jokes.
COMPUMENIS OF
PIT STOP
Import Motors
• Alfa Romeo
• Sprite
• M.G.
• Austin Healy
508 S. FIRST
CHAMPAIGN. ILL.
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To the Editor:
Being in full accord with the Tech-
nograph serving as a source of news
and open forum for engineering stu-
dents and faculty, I enclose my check
for my subscription this year. How-
ever, that is not the principal purpose
of this letter.
I plead for clarity, honesty, and in-
tegrity, and highly commend you and
your staff on the excellence of your
October issue. I stress this because I
take issue with only one expression,
namely, the statement about Open
House on your Society Page. I do not
question that many students and staff
would like to see Engineering Open
House greatly improved. I do ques-
tion the statement that it has been
a "depressing carnival."
Many exhibits in many departments
were highly educational, excellently
conceived, well constructed, and com-
petently presented. In fact, the pro-
portion of carnival-type exhibits has
decreased greatly in the last few
years. Departmental exhibits were
not the "worse"!
Spreading the geographical extent
of open house over the campus last
year, and staging it at the same time
as the Junior Academy of Science
exhibition, greatly reduced the den-
sity of attendance at individual en-
gineering exhibits. However, tlie dis-
satisfaction with the quantity of
visitors should not impugn the quality
of the departmental exhibits or ex-
hibitors.
Sincereh',
J. P. Neal
Ex-Chairman
Exhibits and Tours
Committee
To the Editor:
In last month's Technograph there
was an article describing the U of I
Engineering Honors Program. Well,
I've be€'n in the Honors Program for
my first two years here at Illinois, and
for the most part have been very dis-
appointed. My complaints center
about the treatment that incoming
Freshman and Sophomore honors stu-
dents receive. During the first two
years these students attend honors
sections in courses which are required
of all engineering students, and these
honors sections, in my opinion, leave
much to be desired.
The article stated that the honors
sections offer a more comprehensive
and flexible approach to the usual
subject matter. I have not found this
to be true. For instance, there is
nothing honorable about the GE 103
honors section; the work and class
hours are virtually identical to the
regular classes.
Also, the Physics 106, 107, 108
honors students go to the same lec-
tures, cover the same materials, and
have the same labs as the other sec-
tions. No extra material was covered
in the sections which I was in.
A nimiber of important courses in
my curricula (E.E.) have no honors
sections (T.A.M. 154, Math 195, and
E.E. 250 for instance).
On the other hand. Honors Rhetoric
107 & 108 are four semester-hours
courses, and involve a great amount
of extra reading and writing. Many
engineers who do not care to get the
extra hours of credit in Rhetoric have
no choice but to get stuck in the reg-
ular 101 & 102 sequence.
I really fail to see what benefits the
underclass undergraduate engineer
gets by being a James Scholar. Pres-
ently, about the only thing I get from
the James Program is a postcard each
semester asking me where I live. The
preregistration "privilege" does me no
good, because I pre-tally. The Mathe-
matics Department has its own Hon-
ors Program, and requires everyone,
including James Scholars, to take a
test in order to determine who is
eligible for the mathematics honors
sections. The College of Engineering
requires that James Scholars make a
4.5 all-university average before they
are enrolled in the departmental
honors courses. These departmental
honors courses start during the Junior
year, and until that time the student
is left on his own.
I feel that the James Program could
do much more for the first and second
year students. The honors sections
should be revised to make them
worthy of the name, and the people in
these sections should be capable of
taking a closer look at the material
covered in the course. The James Pro-
gram should help its scholars get ac-
quainted with each other and with
faculty members on an informal basis.
Presently this is done only through
the classrom, and a class is really not
a very good place to meet people.
I hope that in the next two years
the Engineering Honors Program will
live up to its reputation. The James
Program certainly didn't.
Sincerely,
Henry S. Magnuski
To the Editor: I
1. Your October issue came today.
The "New Look" sounded so good, I
stopped in the middle of putting up
the storm windows and raking the
leaves, to check the issue page by
page. Attached is a check for t\\o
bucks—sold!
2. I think we need the additional
communications discussed there.
3. Dean Everitt's "A Year of
Achievements" was good for we "old
timers" on the outside, as well as the
newcomers.
4. I was so far behind the times that "
I did not know we had the reports and
theses abstracts available, page 23; so
you see, a little repetition is good.
5. I see you have one of my working
associates, Henry Magnuski, on your
editorial staff—wonderful. Your
"Lffted from Outlook" was well done, g
Keep it up.
^
6. Lawrence Heyda's "What Do You
Know About Co-op Programs" could
be the beginning of something very n
fine and helpful for future co-ops. q
How about a continual follow-up on
this sort of thing for better informa-
tion for the co-op, for the school, and
for the industry/work sponsor?
Good luck in the New Look.
Very truly yours,
Lloyd P. Morris
2947 North 78th Court
Elmwood Park, 111.
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TURN OUT THE LIGHTS AND PRESS THE BUTTON
No preconceptions, please. Too often they point you
away from the buried treasure. Because Kodak is
properly known as a grand place for chemical engineers
and chemists, fledgling electronic engineers may over-
look us. All the better for those who don't. Particularly
for those who would rather apply ideas than dream
them, unfashionable as candor compels us to sound.
It takes all kind of electronic engineers to make to-
day's world, but we think we clearly see the ones likely
to wind up nearer the helm here 25 years hence:
When his projects are evaluated, he'd rather be right
than ahead of his time.
He works few if any miracles with sealing wax, old
shoestring, and new developments in plasma harmonics,
but when they turn off the lights in the big darkroom,
his machine from the very first crack starts inspecting.
processing, or otherwise handling light-sensitive prod-
uct smoothly, bugless, and at the miraculous rates he
had promised in the preliminary design report. He ac-
complishes this by keeping abreast of the state of his
art instead of considering his diploma an exemption
from learning anything new.
He deals with people as smoothly as with things.
He would rather put his roots down in the community
where he lives than root himself in one narrow box of
engineering specialization. He welcomes changes of pace
more than of place.
He finds it cozy to know that if times change, our
diversification leaves dozens of directions to go without
fighting the cold world outside.
Care to talk to us? Above remarks apply to more than
just electronic engineers.
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester 4, N. Y.
ISodlaEs
An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
An Interview
with G.E.'s
J. S. Smith,
Vice President,
Marketing and
Public Relations
Mr. Smith is a member of General
Eiectric's Executive Office and is
in charge of Marketing ond PubMc
Relations Services. Activities report-
ing to Mr. Smith include marketing
consultation, sales and distribution,
marketing research, marketing per-
sonnel development, and public rela-
tions as well as General Eiectric's
participation in the forthcoming
New York World's Fair. In his
career with the Company, he has
had a wide variety of assignments
in finance, relations, and marketing,
and was General Manager of the
Company's Outdoor Lighting De-
partment prior to his present ap-
pointment in 1961.
For
